It’s Time to Get Real.
Is your aging resume technology compounding job seeker stress levels today? If so, we welcome you to learn about OptimalResume!
OptimalResume’s turnkey, on-demand resume platform can ensure your organization reliably delivers high-quality, 24 x 7 resume
assistance to increasing numbers of community job seekers attempting to bounce back from a recent job loss due to Covid-19.
If there were ever a time to reevaluate how you deliver resume services, this is it!

Today’s Challenges
Demand New Solutions.

Covid-19 is creating unprecedented levels of unemployment in the United States. To deal with the
crisis, many workforce organizations have had to reassign staff members, reducing available career
services for job seekers. At the same time, organizations have had to “virtualize” career services
delivery overnight, presenting a whole new set of challenges. OptimalResume’s cloud-based resume
technology can help your organization quickly adapt and provide the resume support services your
remote job seekers need.

OptimalResume is the
Leader in Online Resume
Technology.

Since 2005, more than 700 organizations have used OptimalResume to scale up resume services and
enhance virtual career offerings. OptimalResume™ is a complete tool for creating, presenting and
managing resumes:

We Can Meet This
Challenge Together.

•• ATS-friendly resumes. All resume
styles and formats accepted on major
applicant tracking systems.

•• Flexible resume creation options. Edit
professionally certified resume samples, build
section-by-section, or start from scratch.

•• Professionally certified resume
samples. 500+ professionally certified,
editable resume samples for entrylevel, mid-career and experienced
professionals.

•• Automatic resume conversion. Resumes are
automatically converted to multiple file types,
including RTF (Word Compatible), PDF, TXT,
and HTML.

•• Easy resume editing. WYSIWYG
(“What you see is what you get”)
resume editing with spell check and
easy section reordering.

•• Tips for creating best-in-class resumes.
Industry-specific tips for creating best-in-class
resumes crafted by master resume writers.

•• Point & click resume styling. Use the
Styling Palette to completely change
the look and feel of your resume with a
single click.

•• Comprehensive resume formats. Sample
resume formats including curriculum vitae,
functional, combination, federal, and more.

•• Review Center. Administrators can
remotely review shared job seeker
resumes and provide feedback.

•• Document revision tool. Easily revert to older
resume versions with time-stamped revision
histories.

We understand Covid-19 is an unprecedented challenge for workforce organizations, and we’re
committed to helping your organization succeed:
•
•
•
•

Reduced pricing with unlimited users
No implementation fees
Free online trainings
Immediate website activation

For more information, please contact:
Jill Swan, Vice President Career Learning Solutions at ThinkOptimal
jill.swan@thinkoptimal.com 919-698-4396

